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The graphs considered are connected and bridgeless. For such graphs the 
existence of two types of connected spanning subgraphs is proved. Applying 
these results to a connected bridgeless DT-graph (i.e., every line is incident to a 
point of degree two), G, one obtains the existence of specific Hamiltonian 
cycles and Hamiltonian paths in G2. In addition it is proved that the square of a 
connected bridgeless DT-graph is Hamiltonian connected. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the early sixties, M. Sekanina initiated investigations on specific 
orderings of the point set of a connected graph. He proved in [5] that the 
points of any finite connected graph G can be ordered as a = cur ,..., a, = b 
such that d(ai , a,,,) < 3 in G, where a, b are distinct, arbitrarily chosen, 
points of G. This means in the terminology of powers of graphs (which 
we will use in Section IV of this paper) that, for any finite connected 
graph G, Gs is Hamiltonian connected, i.e., G” is Hamiltonian connected 
for any finite connected graph G with n 3 3. 
In June, 1963, at the Graph Theory Symposium in Smolenice, 
Czechoslovakia, Sekanina asked for the structure of those graphs whose 
square is Hamiltonian [6]. Since then, various classes of graphs with 
Hamiltonian squares have been determined (see, for example, [1,4,7]). 
In the present paper, we first prove the existence of two types of spanning 
subgraphs in a connected bridgeless graph. Applying these results to 
DT-graphs we then obtain results on specific Hamiltonian cycles and 
Hamiltonian paths in the square of a connected bridgeless DT-graph. 
In addition, we find that a connected bridgeless DT-graph has a 
Hamiltonian connected square. These results prove and generalize 
H. V. Kronk’s conjecture that the total graph of a two-connected graph is 
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Hamiltonian (see [3]). In the paper following the present one, the above- 
mentioned specific results on the square of a DT-graph enable us to prove 
the conjecture that the square of every two-connected graph is Hamiltonian. 
II. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS 
All graphs considered are finite graphs having no loops or multiple lines. 
For a graph G, the point set of G is denoted by V(G), the line set by L(G). 
We consider only graphs within isolated points. 
All concepts not specifically defined in this paper, can be found in [2]. 
The basic concept which we will use in proving Lemma 3 in Section III 
is the concept of the block-cutpoint graph be(G) of a connected graph G. 
In view of Theorem 4.4 in [2], we call be(G) the block-cutpoint tree of G. 
If be(G) is a non-trivial path, then G is said to be a block-chain. It is clear 
that, for any graph G, every non-trivial path in be(G) represents a subgraph 
of G which is a block-chain. 
A line (a, b) is an endline if either deg a = I or deg b = I. A point x 
is a neighbor of the point y if they are adjacent. A block B of a graph G 
(having at least one cutpoint) is an endblock of G if B contains exactly 
one cutpoint of G. Otherwise, B is an interior block of G. 
Let G be a graph, K a subgraph of G. By forming G,, = G - K we mean 
the following: We delete in G all lines of K and all points of G incident to 
no line of L(G) - L(K). By this, G, has no isolated points. 
By 1 L(G)I, / V(G)/ we denote the number of lines, points, respectively, 
of a graph G, and let N(G) = / L(G)1 + 1 V(G)I. 
Contrary to [2] we define an Eulerian graph as being the empty set or as 
a graph whose points haven an even degree greater than zero. 
A graph P whose components are non-trivial paths will be called a path- 
forest. The set of points having degree two in P will be denoted by I(P). 
A Hamiltonian path of G is a path containing all points of G. We say G is 
Hamiltonian connected if for any two points U, w of G there is a Hamil- 
tonian path in G joining v and w. 
A graph G is said to be a DT-graph if every line of G is incident to a point 
of degree two. 
III. SPANNING SUBGRAPHS OF A CONNECTED BRIDGELE~~ GRAPH 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph and v, w be distinct 
points of G. Then there exist subgraphs E, P of G such that 
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(1) S = E u P is a connected spanning subgraph of G, and 
(a) E is a (not necessarily connected) Eulerian graph, 
(b) P is a path-forest. 
(2) E and P are line disjoint. 
(3) z’ E V(E) - V(P), w E V(E) - Z(P). 
Before we prove Theorem 1 we introduce notations related to the 
content of this theorem and prove four lemmas which enable us to give 
a simple proof of Theorem 1. 
If a connected graph S can be written as the line disjoint union of an 
Eulerian graph E (we allow E = 0) and a path-forest P, S = E U P, 
then we call S an EPS-graph. If such an S is a spanning subgraph of G, 
then we call S an EPS-graph of G, and if an EPS-graph S of G also fulfills 
property (3) of Theorem 1 for given points t’, w of G, then we say S is a 
[v, w]-EPS-graph of G. Clearly, a [v, w]-EPS-graph has always E,# %, 
while E = o in some EPS-graph S = E u P is possible if and only if S 
is a path. Finally, in the expression S = E u P we always understand E 
to be an Eulerian graph and P to be a path-forest. 
LEMMA I. Let S, = E, u PI , S, = E, U Pz be EPS-graphs of G, , Gz , 
respectively, having exactly one of the following properties: 
(a) S, n S, = (w12}, where w12 E V(E,) - Z(PJ and w12 E V(E,) - Z(P,). 
(b) V(P,) n V(PJ = % and L(S, n S,) = L(E, n E,), and either 
S, n S, is a nonempty Eulerian graph or % f S, n S, =- V(S, n S,). 
Then SO =L S, u S, is an EPS-graph of G, U G, . 
Proof, In both cases, E,, = E1 u E, is an Eulerian graph. If in both 
graphs P, there exists a path pi(wlJ containing w12, then we form 
p(wJ = pI(w,,) ~p~(w~~), which is a path since wl* is an endpoint in 
both pi(w12) and S, n S, = {w12}. Therefore, PO = (PI -pl(wlz)) U 
(Pz - p2(w12)) u p(w,,) forms a path-forest. In all other possible cases, we 
define PO =- PI u P, . 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a block-chain andsuppose Theorem 1 is truefor every 
two-connected block of G. Then G contains an EPS-graph S = E U P 
and E = % ifand only ifG is a path. Zf an endblock BI of G is two-connected, 
and q, E V(B,) is not a cutpoint of G, then G contains an EPS-graph S, where 
co E V(E) - V(P). 
Proof: Let the blocks of G be BI ,..., B, where n > 2, B, and B, are 
endblocks of G, N(B,) 3 N(B,), and Bi n Bi+, = ci for 1 <. i :< n - 1. 
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Let c,, be any point of B, other than cI and c, any point of B,, other than 
c-n-1 . 
For i = I,..., II - 1, let Si := B, if B, has only one line and let Si be a 
[ciWl , c,]-EPS-graph otherwise; let S, = B, if B, has only one line and 
let S, be a [c, , c,-,I-EPS-graph otherwise. Then, by repeated application 
of Lemma 1, S = lJF=, Si is an EPS-graph with the required properties. 
Since Si contains a nonempty Ei if Bi is two-connected, it is clear that 
for this S follows E = o if and only if Bi has only one line for each i; i.e., 
if and only if G is a path. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a two-connected graph, v and w distinct points of G, 
and K a cycle containing v and w. Suppose Theorem 1 is true for every 
two-connected proper subgraph of G. Then G contains a [v, w]-EPS-graph, 
S= EvP,withKCE. 
ProojI If G is a cycle, then Lemma 3 is true; it sufhces to assume that 
Lemma 3 is true for every proper two-connected subgraph of G, and then 
to show that Lemma 3 is true for G (this is essentially a proof by induction 
on N(G)). 
Form H = G - K and consider the following cases: 
(a) H is a line. Then S = K is already the desired [v, w]-EPS-graph 
of G. 
(b) H is two-connected. Let X, y be distinct points of H such that x = v 
if v E V(H) and y = w if w E V(H). Let S, be a [x, y]-EPS-graph of H; 
S, = K is a [v, w]-EPS-graph of K with Ez = K, Pz = o . It follows from 
Lemma 1 that S = S, u S, is a [a, w]-EPS-graph of G = H u K with 
KCE. 
(c) H is disconnected. Let HI be a component of H, Hz = H - HI , 
and form the two-connected graphs Gi = Hi u K, i = 1,2. Let Si be a 
[u, w]-EPS-graph of G, with KC Ei . Since Hl n H, = 0, G, n G, = K 
and because of K C Ei , therefore, V(P,) n V(P,) = M and El n E, = K. 
By Lemma 1, S = S, u S, is a [v, w]-EPS-graph of G with KC E, since w 
can belong only to one of the graphs HI , Hz . 
(d) H is connected and contains a cutpoint. In this case, the block- 
cutpoint tree k(H) is a non-trivial tree containing at least two endpoints. 
Suppose H contains an endbIock B incident to the cutpoint y of H with 
(V(B) - ( y}) n {a, w} = IZ( . Then form the subgraph C of H with the 
following properties: 
(I) BC C. 
(II) G - C is two-connected (such a G - C exists since KC G - C). 
(III) N(G - C) is maximal. 
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It is clear that (H - C) r\ C is a cutpoint z of H if C # H. By the induc- 
tion hypothesis, G - C has a [v, w]-EPS-graph Sc = EC n PC with 
KC E, . Furthermore, C is a line, or a two-connected graph, or a block- 
chain. 
(d,) If C is a line, then S, is also a [tl, w]-EPS-graph of G. 
(d,) If C is two-connected, then C = B. By Theorem I applied to B 
there is an EPS-graph S, = EB u PB of B with z = y $ V(P,). By this and 
since all points different from z which belong to C as well as to G - C 
have degree two in G - C and belong to K, PC n PB = % and 
o # S, n S, C V(G). By Lemma I, S = S, u S, is a [I., w]-EPS-graph 
ofGwith KCE. 
(d,) If C is a block-chain, consider z (f y) which is not a cutpoint of C 
because of the maximality of N(G - C). Also, B (7 G -. C does not 
contain z, and (V(C) - {z}) n {v, w} = o . 
If z is an endpoint of C, then we form C, from C by deleting z and the 
endhne containing z. Then C1 is a block-chain, or C, = B. In the first 
case we apply Lemma 2 to C, and proceed then as in case (dJ. In the 
second case we proceed immediately as in case (d,) if B is two-connected. 
If C, = B is a line, then S, u B is as required. 
If z is not an endpoint of C, then, by Lemma 2, we find an EPS-graph 
S(C) of C with z 6 V(P(C)). Now we continue as in case (d,). 
We have now proved that if H contains an endblock B incident with 
the cutpoint y of H such that (V(B) - y) n {v, w> = o, tlhen G has a 
[v, w]-EPS-graph. If H contains no such endblock, then we have 
(e) H is a block-chain, v and w belong to different endblocks, and 
neither v nor w is a cutpoint of H. 
If v is an endpoint of H, then we delete v and the corresponding endline 
in H, to get HI . Applying Theorem 1 or Lemma 2 to HI according as HI 
is two-connected or a block-chain, we have an EPS-graph S, = El u PI 
of HI in which w 6 Z(P,). Then KU S, is as required. If IY, is a line, 
then K u HI is as required. 
If u is not an endpoint of H, then from Lemma 2 applied to H we have 
an EPS-graph S’ = E’ u P’ of H with v 4 V(P’) and w 6 Z(P’). 
Then Ku S’ is as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph, v and w distinct 
points of G belonging to the same block, and K a cycle containing v and w. 
Suppose Theorem 1 is true for every connected bridgeless proper subgraph 
of‘ G. Then G contains a [v, w]-EPS-graph S = E u P with KC E. 
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Proof. We prove Lemma 4 by induction on the number k of blocks 
of G. If k = I, the conclusion is immediate from Lemma 3. 
Suppose the lemma is true for all connected bridgeless graphs with fewer 
than n blocks. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph with exactly IZ blocks. 
Since n > 1, G contains at least one cutpoint. Thus there exists a block B 
of G which contains exactly one cutpoint c of G. The graph G - B is 
connected, bridgeless, and contains exactly IZ - 1 blocks. By hypothesis, 
v, w, and K are contained in a block of G. 
If V, w, and K are in B, then apply Lemma 3 to B and Theorem 1 to 
G - B. This yields a [v, w]-EPS-graph S, = EB u Pe of B with KC EB , 
and an EPS-graph S(G - B) = E(G - B) u P(G - B) of G - B with 
c 6 V(P(G - B)). 
By Lemma 1, we conclude that S = S, U S(G - B) is a [u, WI-EPS- 
graph of G, and, clearly, K is contained in E. 
If r, w, and K are in G - B, then we apply the induction hypothesis to 
G - B and Theorem 1 to B and use Lemma 1 to prove that the lemma 
holds for G. Lemma 4 now follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the theorem false. Let G be a connected 
bridgeless graph for which the theorem fails, and assume that the theorem 
is true for every connected bridgeless graph G* with N(G*) < N(G). 
If v and w belong to the same block of G, then there is a cycle K con- 
taining v and w. In this case Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 4. We may thus assume that there are blocks BI and B, of G such 
that c E BI , w E B, , z’ # B, , w 4 B, . Then G = G, u G, , where BI C G, , 
B, C G, and Gr , G, have only the cut-point c of G in common, where 
c # z’, w. G1 and G, are bridgeless proper subgraphs of G. There is a 
[v, cl-EPS-graph S, = E1 u PI of G1 and a [c, wj-EPS-graph S, = E, u Pz 
of G,. P, n P, = @ because c $ P, . S, n S, = c obviously. Clearly 
(E1 U E,) u (PI u P2) is a [a, w]-EPS-graph of G. Therefore, Theorem 1 
is true for G, contrary to hypothesis. This contradiction proves Theorem 1. 
The following theorems are simple consequences of the previous results 
and their proofs. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph, u an arbitrary 
point of G, K a cycle containing v, and w # v a point in K. Then G has a 
[v, w]-EPS-graph S = E u P with KC E. 
Proof. C, v, w, K satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4. Theorem 1 is true. 
Therefore by Lemma 4, G has a [v, w]-EPS-graph S = E u P with 
KCE. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph, and v and w any 
two distinct points of G. Then there exists subgraphs E, .l, P of G such that 
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(1) S = E U J U P, is a connected spanning subgraph of G, and 
(a) E is a (not necessarily connected) Eulerian graph, 
(b) J is an open trail joining v and w, and E r~ J = o , 
(c) P is a path-forest. 
(2) E v J and P are line disjoint. 
(3) 1: $ V(P) and w $ I(P). 
Proof. Suppose (u, w) E L(G). Then there is a block B of G containing 
v and w. Let K be any cycle of B with (u, w) E K. By Theorem 2 we find a 
[v, w]-EPS-graph of G, S’ = E’ u P, with KC E’. Let E(K:) be the com- 
ponent of E’ containing (v, w). By deleting (v, w) in E(K) this component 
becomes a trail J joining v and w, and clearly property (3) holds because 
property (3) of Theorem 1 holds. 
If (u, w) 4 L(G), then we add this line to G to get G1 . ‘Then G, is a 
connected bridgeless graph. From the above reasoning with G, in place of 
G the theorem follows. 
Remark 1. Let G be a connected bridgeless graph and S = E u P or 
S = E u J u P an EPS-graph or a [v, w]-EPS-graph of G or a graph as 
described in Theorem 3. By successively deleting lines of P if necessary, 
we can obtain an EPS- or [v, w]-EPS-graph of G, s’ = E u PI, or a graph 
S’ = E u J u P’ as described in Theorem 3, such that either P’ = @ or 
each line of P’ is a bridge of S’ (S’ = S possibly). 
In the remainder of this paper all BPS-graphs and all graphs as described 
in Theorem 3 are assumed to have this property. 
IV. APPLICATIONS TO DT-GRAPHS 
We first state and prove a theorem in which we make usle only of an 
EPS-graph. From this proof further results will be simple consequences. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a connected bridgeless DT-graph. Then G2 is 
Hamiltonian. 
Proof: Let S = E u P be an EPS-graph of G such that E is non-empty 
(it follows from the proofs of Lemma 3, Theorem 1, respectively, that 
E # o can be assumed). 
Let (Ei/i = I,..., n ; n > I} be the set of components of E. We construct 
by induction on the number n of components of E a Hamiltonian cycle H 
of S2 with e E H if e is an endline of H. 
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(a) IZ = 1, i.e., E is connected, E, = E. Let EL be an Eulerian trail of 
E. We assume the run through the lines of EL starts at a point t of degree 
two and along the line (t, u). We classify the points of E as follows: 
p E V(E) is a crossing (CR) if degp ::- 2 in S. 
q E V(E) is a red traffic light (RTL) if q i t and in EL q immediately 
precedes a CR which is not being reached for the last time, 
r E V(E) is a green traffic light (GTL) if r f t and in EL r immediately 
precedes a CR which is being reached for the last time. 
t E Y(E) is designated by SEP since t is the startpoint and the endpoint 
in EL. 
s E V(E) is a passage (PA) ifs is not a CR nor a RTL nor a GTL nor SEP 
(Note that every PA, RTL, GTL, SEP, respectively, has degree 
two in S). 
The following instructions will determine how to proceed at a given stage 
of the run through EL in the construction of H. 
(i) IfxisaRTLinEL= . . . . (x,y),(y,z) ,..., then(x,z)isinH. 
(ii) If x is a GTL in EL = . . . . (x, y), (y, z) ,..., then, if y is incident to 
a path of P, z is reached as shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 (depending 
on whether y is an endpoint or an interior point of the path); 
otherwise, both lines (x, JJ), ( y, z) are in H. 
(iii) If x is a PA in EL = . . . . (x, JJ), (y, z) ,..., then (x, JJ) is in H. 
We begin the run through the lines of EL at the SEP t. If deg u = 2 
proceed as if t were a PA, i.e., the line (t, u) will belong to H; if deg u > 2, 
i.e., u is a CR, proceed as if t were a GTL or RTL, respectively, depending 
on deg u in E. Continue as indicated by the above instructions until the 
SEP is reached again, and then stop. This process determines a closed 
sequence of points H’ = t ,.,., z ,..., t containing all points of 5 exactly 
once except t (note that EL contains all points of E and the points of P not 
FIG. 1. The point y is an endpoint of a path of P. 
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in E were picked up by instruction (ii)). Consecutive points of H’ are at 
distance < 2 apart in S, i.e., they are joined by a line of 9. So H’ yields 
a Hamiltonian cycle H of 9. Because 
V(S2) = V(S) = V(G) = V(G*). 
H is also a Hamiltonian cycle of G2. Observe that all endlines of S are 
contained in H (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
(/3) Assume the theorem is true for 1 < n < k. Suppose S = E U P 
and E has exactly k + 1 components. It follows immediately from 
Remark 1 that there is a line e in a path of P such that S - e has exactly 
two components, S,* and S2*, each of which contains at least one com- 
ponent of E. Define Si = &* v e, i = 1,2. Clearly, Si is an EPS-graph 
and e is an endline in Si . In both Si the number ni of components of their 
Eulerian graphs satisfies 1 ,< ni < k. By induction, Si2 contains a Hamil- 
tonian cycle Hi with e E Hi . Since S, n S, = e we have I!r n H2 = e. 
Therefore, H = (HI - e) u (Hz - e) is a cycle, and since S, u S, = S 
we have 
V(H) = V(H,) u V(H,) = V’(S12) u V(S;) 
= V(S,) u V(S,) = V(S) = V(G) = V(G2:), 
i.e., H is a Hamiltonian cycle of S2 and also of G2. Also in this case all 
endlines of S are contained in H (e is not an endline of S!). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a connected bridgeress DT-graph, and let v, w 
be any two points of G each of whose neighbors has degree two. Then there 
exists in G2 a Hamiltonian cycle H containing lines e, f incident to v, and 
a line g incident to w, with {e,S, g} C L(G). 
Proof. By Theorem 1 there is a [v, w]-EPS-graph S = E V P of G 
such that (v, w> C V(E), v 6 V(P), and w E V(E) - I(P). These properties 
FIG. 2. The pointy is an interior point of a path of P. 
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together with the instructions (ii) and (iii) in the proof of Theorem 4 
ensure that a Hamiltonian cycle H of S2 has the required properties if His 
constructed as described in the proof of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a connected bridgeless DT-graph. Then given a 
line e = (t, v) ?f’G we canJind a Hamiltonian cycle H of G2 containing e. 
ProoJ Assume deg t = 2; using Theorem 2 we can choose S = E v P 
such that e E KC E, 2’ $ V(P), where K is a cycle of G. Now the Hamiltonian 
cycle constructed in Theorem 4 will contain the line e = (t, 2;), if we 
assume that e is the last line to be passed in the corresponding Eulerian 
trail. 
Remark 2. If v, w are arbitrary points of G (see Theorem 5), then we 
cannot conclude as in the proof of Theorem 5 that lines e, f incident to v 
in S and g incident to w in S belong to H since it can happen (in the case 
deg v = 2) that the neighbors of L’ are CR c1 and c2 and both of them are 
interior points of paths of P. It is then clear from the construction of H in 
the proof of Theorem 4 that both lines of H incident to v do not belong to 
S. The same can be said concerning w. 
Remark 3. The lines e, j; g as indicated in Theorem 5 in general 
cannot be chosen as arbitrary lines if we proceed as in Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 4. This is clear if we consider the case that v is a cutpoint of S. 
Therefore, Theorem 6 does not follow from Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 7. Let G, v, w have the same properties as in Theorem 5. 
Then there exists a Hamiltonian path HP of G2 joining v and w, and HP 
contains a line e of G incident to v. 
Proof. Find for {v, w} C V(G) a spanning subgraph S = E u J u P 
of G as indicated in Theorem 3. Denote E* = E u J, S = E* u P. In fact, 
J is not empty, but E can be empty. 
Denote v as the startpoint SP and w as the endpoint EP of J. Let .fL be 
a walk from v to w along the lines of J passing each of them exactly once. 
All points of J immediately preceding v in JL are denoted as RTL. The 
points different from the points just considered are classified as in the proof 
of Theorem 4, except w, being called a CR. 
Starting in u = SP along the first line e = (u, t) of JL, by using the 
same instructions as above and stopping at EP after we have reached 
this point for the last time, we clearly obtain a HP, joining v and w. In 
fact, e is contained in HP, (since deg t = 2), and e belongs to G. 
Using the same induction on the number n of components of E* as in 
the proof of Theorem 4 and considering J as the first component of E*, 
we obtain a HP joining v and w with e E HP. 
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THEOREM 8. Let G be a connected bridgeless DT-graph. Then G2 is 
Hamiltonian connected. 
Proof. Let v and w be any two points of G. For deg v > 2, deg w > 2, 
the validity of the theorem is given by Theorem 7. 
If deg v = 2, deg w > 2, then we proceed in the same manner as in the 
proofs of Theorems 4 and 7, but regard v as a RTL if the point x following 
v in J belongs to more than two lines of J, and regard v as a GTL if x 
belongs to exactly two lines of J and to P; otherwise we regard v as a PA. 
Consider the case deg w = 2. If v and w are adjacent points in G, then, 
by Theorem 6, there is a Hamiltonian cycle H of G2 with (0, w) E H. 
H - (u, W) is a Hamiltonian path of G2 joining v and w. If u and w are not 
adjacent in G, then we form Gr = G u (v, w), and then u and w belong 
to the same block of G, . Therefore, there is in G, a cycle K containing v. 
w and (v, w), Let v, w ,..., u ,... be the ordered set of the points of K, and 
suppose deg u > 2 in G1 , but all points between w and u have degree two 
in G, (the case that all points of K different from v and w have degree two 
in G, is trivial). Construct a [v, u]-EPS-graph S, of G, with KC El and 
form the graph S = S, - (v, w) which is a connected spanning subgraph 
of G fulfilling the properties indicated in Theorem 3. J contains Y and w as 
endpoints, and since deg w = 3 in G1 we have automatically that w belongs 
to a path of P at most as an endpoint, and by construction we have u E J. 
The points between u and w in J have degree two in S because of the choice 
of U, and u $ I(P) since u $ I(PJ. Therefore, if we proceed in the construc- 
tion of HP according to the proofs of Theorems 4 and 7, then we reach u 
after all points of the path incident to u are passed (if such paith exists; see 
Fig. l), or u is reached along a line of J. Continuing along lines of J we 
reach w if w $ V(P), or we go to the point x immediately preceding w in J 
(possibly x = u). Now we consider x as a GTL (although w is not a 
crossing), and reach w as indicated in Fig. 1 (with w in place of y). 
Since Y(S2) = V(S) = V(G) = V(G2) the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
The following corollary proves and generalizes Kronk’s conjecture 
mentioned in the introduction: 
COROLLARY. If G is connected and bridgeless, then the total graph T(G) 
is Hamiltonian connected. 
Proof. The subdivision graph S(G) (see [3]) is the graph obtained 
from G by replacing each line (u, v) with a new point w and the two 
new lines (u, w) and (v, w). The two graphs T(G) and (S(G))2 are isomorphic 
(see [3]). If G is connected and bridgeless, then the same is true for the 
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subdivision graph S(G). Moreover, by definition, S(G) is a DT-graph. By 
Theorem 8, T(G) is Hamiltonian connected. 
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